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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that optimal control problems can be formulated as 
mathematical programming problems in abstract spaces [22], [29]. This 
can be done in various manners. As a first example we consider the (fixed 
time) linear optimal control problem given by 
(i) a system of differential equations 
a(t) = A(t) x(t) + B(t) u(t) t E [O, Tl, 
where x(t) = (x0(t), x1(t),..., am) E R”+l and u(t) the control function with 
range in R7 (R’ denotes the r-dimensional Euclidean space) is restricted to a 
subset Q of L,[O, T] (by this we mean that each component of the vector 
u(t) is to be a member of L,[O, T]); 
(ii) initial and terminal conditions 
x(0) = x0 and q(T) = q+ i = l,..., m; 
(iii) a criterion function to minimized: x0(T). 
We can also formulate this problem as: Find u E Q CL,[O, T] such that 
x,(T) is minimized where 
x(T) = Y(T) x0 + j’ Y(T) Y-l(s) B(s) u(s) ds 
0 
U-1) 
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and 
Xi(T) = XiT for i = l,..., m. 
By Y(t) we denote the matrix solution to 
P(t) = A(t) Y(t), Y(0) = I. 
We now define c(u) = 8, A as the linear operator with 
(A, u) = (x0 , xl ,..., x,J E Rnfl 
when 
xi = Xi(T) i = I,..., m 
x0 = X0(T) - 8, 
Q.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
where x(T) is defined by (1.1) for some u E Q, 0 E R. Also we set 
b = (0, XlT,..., xnT) and % = L, x R with U = Q x R. Thus our original 
problem can be formulated as a mathematical program of the form 
Find inf c(u) 
subject to (A, u) = b 
UEUC@. (1.5) 
Another approach to the formulation of optimal control problems as abstract 
mathematical programs would be: Given the system of differential equations: 
with u restricted to a subset Q of L,[O, T] and 
x(t) = @o(t), x1(t),..., %8(t)); 
the end conditions: 
x(0) = x0, Xi(T) = XT; 
and the criterion function to be minimized is x0(T); we set 
3. = {f(*, XC’, au(.) I u E Q> 
(appropriate conditions on f will make x a subset of a L,-space). We now 
define c(x) = 8, A is the linear operator with 
(A, x) = (x0 , xl , . . . , x,) E R”+l 
such that 
xi = Xi(T) i = l,..., m 
x,=x,(T)-e 
and x(T) = x0 + J:<(t) dt for some b(t) in X. We set b = (0, xT,..., x,‘) 
andI=L, x RwithX=XX R, 
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Thus again we obtain a problem of the form (1.5) except that we used LF 
rather than Q to denote the underlying space. In general it is not quite 
possible to assume that the set X which plays the role of U in (1.5) is convex, 
e.g., in the second example (1.6) iff(*) . is not linear, the set X and thus also X 
might fail to be convex. However, this will not be our concern here; we shall 
limit our presentation to the case where c(u) is a convex functional and U 
is a convex set, i.e., we shall be dealing with convex mathematical program- 
ming problems. One reason for doing so is that for this case one is able to 
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality, whereas otherwise 
one has to limit oneself to necessary conditions. Also, without denying the 
independent interest which the problem discussed here possesses, the paper 
was first written in order to serve as background material for “Stochastic 
Programs in Abstract Spaces” [37], where the problems of interest satisfy 
automatically the convexity assumptions and the sufficiency conditions for 
optimality are essential for the theory developed in [37]. 
2. HISTORICAL REMARKS 
This paper is an outgrowth of the duality theory presented by R. Van Slyke 
in his thesis [35]. We extend these results to infinite dimensional spaces and 
refine substantially the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal@. 
In fact, these conditions constitute a set of minimal conditions under which 
it is possible to prove the standard duality theorems. 
As far as the duality results of Sections 4-6 are concerned, there is essen- 
tially no difference between those obtained previously by Rockafellar in [30] 
and those obtained here; as a matter of fact, many of the arguments used here 
are identical to those used by Rockafellar. See also [31], [32]. But, whereas 
Rockafellar relies on the terminology developed for the theory of conjugate 
convex functions, we rely on the corresponding concepts in terms of convex 
sets, separating and supporting hyperplanes. Wherever conditions were 
obtained which had their correspondent in Rockafellar’s work, we used the 
same name in order to facilitate comparis0n.l 
The duality theory, as presented in Sections 4-6, does not have the 
esthetically pleasing, built-in symmetry which is so omnipresent in 
Rockafellar’s work. We believe, however, that what is lost in symmetry, 
we have gained in simplicity-especially with respect to the geometric 
interpretation. It is hoped that this different setting will help in understanding 
the duality theory for abstract mathematical programs. 
1 We did adhere to Rockafellar’s terminology [30] even when the geometric inter- 
pretation given here would suggest the interchange of words stable and normal, 
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The formulation of the problem is also more in line with the “optimal 
controller” standard approach to the necessary conditions problem. The 
inf problem (3.2) can be readily compared to the problem formulation given 
by Pontryagin on the bottom of p. 80 in [28]. See also [13] and [26]. This 
allows us to exhibit, sometimes vividly, the similarities between the optimality 
and existence conditions obtained for abstract convex mathematical programs 
and the corresponding ones found in the literature of optimal control theory. 
3. THE PROBLEM 
Our purpose is to obtain characterizations of the optimal solutions to 
Find inf z = c(x) 
subject to (A, x) = b 
XGXC.F (3.1) 
where c(x) is a convex functional defined everywhere but possibly with 
values + co or - co for some x in 5, A is a continuous linear operator 
from % into @, both locally convex linear Hausdorf topological spaces and X 
is a convex subset of %.a By (s, *) we denote linear composition. It is easy 
to see that (3.1) is equivalent to 
Find inf 7 
such that 
(7),y) Evn.Ji?cR x @, 
where 
R denotes the real line (with its natural topology), 
V={(~,y))~~c(~),y=b--((A,z)forsomexEX} 
and 
.EP={(rl,O)l11~~,0~~‘). 
We observe that: 
(3.2) 
* For all applications we know of, it is sufficient to consider 9 and c!/ reflexive 
Banach spaces, but since we obtain the generalization to locally convex space for 
free, we set up the problem in locally convex spaces. The examples given in the 
Introduction seem to indicate that it is sufficient to consider b E R”. However, b in a 
function space allows us to deal with linear optimal control problems with partial 
differential equations; see, e.g., [l], [ll], [24J, [25]. 
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PROPOSITION (3.3). %’ is convex subset of V. 
Thus problem (3.2) can be interpreted as finding the “lowest” point of the 
intersection of the line 8 with the convex set ‘e, where the “lowest” point 
corresponds to the smallest value of 7. 
We first observe that if (+j, 0) E %? n 2 then for all 17 > q we have that 
(7,O) E g n S?. Thus if problem (3.2) attains its infimum-in which case we 
shall speak of a minimum rather than infimum-then 2 n %T is closed. 
On the other hand, if problem (3.2) has an infimum, i.e., inf 7 is finite, but 
(3.2) has no minimum, then LS? n C is not closed. Moreover, in this particular 
case we have that 
However, it is not possible, in general, to extend this string of equalities to 
include the term Min(,,,),PPng 71 . As we shall see later, it is this 
possible disparity between 2 n V and L? n %? which causes havoc when 
trying to obtain sharp optimality theorems. That such cases occur is shown 
by the following simple example, due to David Gale (which is a variant of 
the one given in [9]). 
EXAMPLE (3.5). Consider the semi-infinite program 
Find inf x,, 
subject to 
%i 2 0, n = 0, l,... and 3 = e, , l<p<co. 
Now 
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~:j(tY,‘Y*)IY*.o’rl~o,Y,+?~l~ 
FIG. 1 
We first observe that 
But since the closure of %? is 
rl rl, > 
,ii 
X0 
G?‘= y1 Jpl--x,-f nxn - z, x, > 0, n = 0, l)... i 
n-1 
Y2 Y2 =o -$x=, z 3 0, 
i 
we have that PEP n %? = ((7, 0,O) / 77 > 01. Note that in this example 9 n % 
is closed and thus the inf is attained. 
It is easy to see that whenever LP n V # 9 n 4 there exists arbitrarily 
small perturbations of 9, say 9’. = R x (0, + E}, such that the 
inf{q ) (7,~) E-E”, n U} still exists but the value of this new program is 
drastically different from the one obtained from (3.2). Following 
Rockafellar [30] we shall say that such programs are &ormuZ, Thus, 
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DEFINITION (3.6). The mathematical program (3.2) is said to be normal 
if.L?nW -.fZn@. 
Obviously, if 55’ is closed, then (3.2) is normal. The problem of determining 
if V is closed is not always an easy task; WC return to this later. 
To each problem of the form (3.2) we can associate a “dual” problem. 
Find sup p 
such that 
((7’vY”)t (7,Y)) - P 2 0 V(7, Y) E %, 
7* -’ 1 (3.7) 
where (7*, y*) are elements of the dual space of (R x a) which we denote by 
(R x ‘Y*) and p is a scalar. 
The duality between the two problems (3.2) and (3.7) will be made precise 
later, but some geometrical insight can be gained by thinking of the expression 
((7*,y*), (7,~)) - p = 0 as defining a closed hyperplane in Oy and thus 
observing the correspondence between the feasible solutions to (3.7) and the 
class of nonver&l bounding hyperplanes to the set %‘. Finding the sup p 
consists in finding a non-vertical supporting hyperplane of 5%’ which has the 
“highest” (largest value of p) possible intercept with the line Y. 
Frc. 2 
The existence of supports-not to mention the existence of non-vertical 
supports-to the convex set V is a touchy problem, and, in general, it is not 
possible to assert their existence at every boundary point of V unless V? has 
interior [19]. Naturally, for our purpose assuming that W has interior is a 
much too strong condition since this fails to hold even in some simple cases, 
e.g., when X is the nonnegative orthant of an t, space [19]. However, as we 
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shall see, our duality theorems do not require the existence of supports at 
every boundary point of V. 
The duality theorems proved in this paper deal with problem (3.2), called 
the in. problem, and problem (3.7) called the sup problem. The results of the 
following sections apply to arbitrary convex sets V and not necessarily to 
convex sets generated by problems of the form (3.1). 
Since one of our goals is to apply the duality to problems of the form (3.1), 
we have shown how they give rise to the inf problem (3.2). The sup problem 
corresponding to problem (3.1) is given by 
such that 
Find sup p 
44 - (Y*, (44 - 4) 2 P for all X6X, (3.8) 
which we can also write as 
Find sup p 
such that 
c(x) + (y*, b) - (A*(Y*), x> 3 P for all XEX, (3.9) 
where A* is the adjoint operator of A. In the last sections of this paper we 
specialize (3.9) to linear and convex programs and to the fixed time linear 
optimal control problem described in the Introduction. 
4. DUALITY THEOREMS 
WEAK DUALITY THEOREM (4.1). I f  the inf problem (3.2) and the sup 
problem (3.7) are feasible, then 7 > p for any pair (7, y) and (I*, y*, p) of 
feasible solutions. Moreover, in this case both problems have jinite optima. 
PROOF. Suppose (?I*, y*, CL) is a feasible solution to the sup problem, 
then T* = 1 and for all (7, y) in $? we have that 
But if (r], y) is feasible for (3.2), i.e., (r], y) E L? n % then y = 0, thus 7 > CL. 
Moreover, since for every feasible solution to (3.2) r] is greater than some 
finite p it follows that (3.2) has finite optimum and conversely for the sup 
problem. 
The following four propositions prepare us to state the strong duality 
theorem: 
PROPOSITION (4.2). I f  the inf problem (3.2) is normal and feasible and the 
sup problem (3.7) is feasible, then inf 71 = sup p. 
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PROOF. Let TO = inf 7. By the weak duality theorem $J is finite. Also, 
since (3.2) is normal by assumption it follows that we can replace the original 
problem by 
Find inf T 
without changing the value of the solution. Now for all E > 0, there exists 
a hyperplane [18, p. 1191 separating @ and (TO - 6, 0) determined by a linear 
function (Gj$, 3:) and a scalar 0, such that 
and 
<sT, ho - 4) + <9T, 0) -PC e 0 (4.3) 
GjT, T> + a, Y> - P, > 0 for all (719 Y) E g* (4.4) 
Since V? and thus $? contains (7,O) for all 7 > q” it follows that for all E > 0 
<4T, (qO + 4) + (9T, 0) - $6 > 0. 
From (4.3) and (4.5) we have 
(4.5) 
and since E > 0 it follows that 4: > 0 for all E > 0. If we let yT = (l/7$) j:, 
p< = (l/7]:) fi, we can rewrite (4.3) as 
Tl” - E < CL6 for all E > 0. 
By the weak duality theorem we have that 
71O + 6 3 PL, for all E > 0. 
From the two previous inequalities it follows that pC tends to 70 as E goes to 
zero. 
PROPOSITION (4.6). If the inf problem (3.2) is normal and feasible, but 
the sup problem (3.7) is infeasible, then inf 71 = - co. 
PROOF. Suppose inf 77 = TO > - co. Then by the same construction as 
in the previous proposition we would exhibit a feasible solution to the sup 
problem which contradicts the assumption. 
We observe that inf r] = - co if and only if 2 n V 3 2’. 
PROPOSITION (4.7). If the sup problem (3.7) is feasible and the inf problem 
(3.2) is normal but infeasible, then sup p = -I- co. 
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PROOF. Suppose fi = sup TV < + co. Then (p, 0) $ V, since otherwise 
2 n V f 4 which contradicts the assumption that (3.2) is infeasible. Nor 
does (p, 0) $ @ since by the normality condition we have in this case that 
Thus, there exists a hyperplane separating (p, 0) from @ (and thus from U) 
such that 
<(ii*, P*>, (2,W < W4*, P*>, (77, Y)> for all (77, Y) E g, 
I.e., 
for all h Y) E Gf* (4.8) 
Since (7, y) E V implies that (7 + N, y) E F for all N > 0 it follows from 
(4.8) that 7j* 3 0. We start by considering the case where +* is different 
from zero. If +j* > 0 then (4.8) becomes 
p < CL = inf<(L y*), (77, 9) for all (7, y) E V (4.9) 
and thus p is not optimal since by (4.9) the triple (1, y*, CL) would determine 
a better solution to (3.7). This contradicts our hypothesis that F is finite. 
If $* = 0, i.e., in (4.8) (4*, ,k) = 0, and for all (7, y) E %? we have that 
w*, E*), (rl, Y)> > 8 > 0. 
Let (ii*, y*, p) b e any feasible solution for the sup problem (3.7). Then for 
any h > 0, (T* = (+j* + A?*) = 1, y* = (y* + A?*), p = (CL + AS)) is also a 
feasible solution to (3.7). By selecting A sufficiently large, p can be made 
arbitrarily large and in particular, larger than b. This again contradicts the 
optimality of 12 and thus proves the proposition. 
Note that the inf problem is infeasible if and only if 2 n %? = 4. To 
complete the characterization of the class of associated programs (3.2) and 
(3.7) it only remains to observe that it is possible to formulate on infeasible 
inf problems (3.2) for which the associated sup problem (3.7) is also infeasible. 
Such examples can already be constructed when (3.1) is a finite dimensional 
linear program. The following example is adapted from [6, p. 1281. 
EXAMPLE (4.10). Consider the linear program 
Minimize z = - x1 - x2 
subject to x1 - x2 = 1 
x, - x2 = - 1 
.%I > 0, x2 > 0. 
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Then 
7 
v= Yl r]>--l-x2,y1=1--x~+x~,y2=-1-xxl+x2, I( 11 Y2 
=ebY1,Yz) IYl -Y2 =2h 
It is obvious that 9 n V = 4. Note that this problem is normal. Also, the 
only supporting hyperplane of %T is %’ itself; thus all linear functionals 
determining supports of 2? have 7 * = 0, i.e., the corresponding sup problem 
is infeasible. 
FIG. 3 
We now summarize our results in the following: 
STRONG DUALITY THEOREM (4.11). Consider the inf problem (3.2) and 
the sup problem (3.7). If the inf problem is normal, then exactly one of the 
following occurs : 
(a) The inf problem and sup problem are both feasible, in which case 
inf 71 = sup p. 
(b) The inf problem is feasible but the sup problem is not, in which case 
inf 7 = - co. 
409122/3-16 
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(c) The sup problem is feasible but the inf problem is not, in which case 
sup jL = + co. 
(d) Neither the inf problem nor the sup problem is feasible. 
The following figures can be considered as generic examples of the four 
situations described by the strong duality theorem. 
FIG. 4 
b) 
An immediate consequence of the strong duality theorem is: 
COROLLARY (4.12). I f  (j, 9) and (q*, y*, ,iI) are respectively feasible for the 
inf problem and sup problem and 
((ri*, 3’*h ej,m = CL, (4.13) 
they are optimal solutions. Moreover, if the inf problem is normal, then (4.13) 
holds for any pair of optimal solutions (ij, 7) and (+j*, jj*, pi). 
PROOF. Since we are dealing with feasible solutions, it follows from (4.13) 
that 7 = Jo The weak duality theorem and the feasibility of (7,~) implies 
that i; = f 2 sup CL. But (+j*, y*, ,G) is feasible for the sup problem; thus 
p = sup II, i.e., (+j*, y*, ,G) is optimal. Conversely, since inf 17 > p = +j and 
(+j, 9) is feasible for the inf problem, it follows that inf 7 = ;i, i.e., (ii, 7) 
is an optimal solution. On the other hand, if (+j, 9) and (ii*, y*, CL) are optimal 
and the inf problem is normal, then (4.13) holds by the strong duality 
theorem (4.11). 
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Before concluding this section, we return to the example (3.5). As we have 
seen, the sup problem can be formulated as finding the support of V whose 
intersection with the r) axis is as high as possible. In this case such a hyperplane 
is given by ((7, y1 , YJ I 7 = 01. Th us an optimal solution to the sup problem 
is given by T* = 1, y.$ = 0, y? == 0 and TV = 0, and we have that 
1 = min 77 > max p = 0. It is this case to which the literature refers as 
“duality gaps” [4]. In fact, whenever the inf problem is abnormal one can 
expect a “duality gap” and vice-versa. In the literature [4], [9] various attempts 
have been made to redefine in such cases either the inf problem or the sup 
problem so that in fact the strong duality theorem is valid for these adjusted 
programs. The geometric imagery developed here suggests that in such cases 
one can obtain strong duality type statements for appropriateZy perturbed 
problems, viz., 
Find inf 7 
(7,~) EpnK 
and 
Find sup p 
a7*, y*), (7, Y)) - P 2 0 for all 
7* zz 1 
where V, = ((0, E)} + g and 6 is arbitrarily small. 
5. NORMALITY 
(4.14) 
(79 Y> E gc 
(4.15) 
From our previous discussion the importance of the normality condition 
in establishing necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality should 
leave no doubt. In this section we review some known conditions under 
which a problem of the form (3.1) leads to an inf problem (3.2) which is 
normal. Before we start doing so, we point out that when trying to prove 
that a problem of type (3.1) leads, in fact, to a normal inf problem (3.2), 
we encounter two appreciably different levels of sophistication. First, one 
might try to prove that V is closed, since 
PROPOSITION (5.1). If %’ is closed, then the inf problem (3.2) is normal 
PROOF. 2 n V? is closed; thus, the sets dp n V, S? n Q and dp n %Y are 
identical. 
Or if g fails to be closed, one might try to show that the weaker-but much 
more difficult to verify-normality condition holds, i.e., 2 n W = 9 n $. 
TQ show that V may fail to be closed but the normality condition satisfied, 
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consider the example (3.5) where the right hand (i) has been modified to 
read, say (’ & “), with N any positive number. 
rl 
%?, = 
ii iI 
y1 77 2 x0 , y1 = 1 -I-- N - x0 + f nx, , 
Yz 
?Z=l 
y2 = iv - f x, , x,* 3 0, n = 0, l)... 
1 / 
has the same form as V in (3.5) except that the apex of % is now at 
(0, 1 + i?, N). 2 intersetcs the interior of V and it is easy to verify that 
2?nV=9n@. 
The only sufficient condition that we know of which does insure normality 
without requiring that 9 be closed is described in the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION (5.2). If 9 intersects the interior of V, then the inf problem 
is normal3 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that 9 n %? f 9 n 0, then let 
(fj,,-)d& b u t such that (q,y) # 2 n %, thus in particular (+j, 9) # %?. 
Let (q”, 0) E 9 n int %?, where we write int V for the interior of V. Since 
(q”, 0) belong to int 97, let JV be a convex neighborhood of (TO, 0) contained 
in int V. Since (71,~) E @ and q is convex, it follows that 
5 = ((7, y) I (7, y) = (1 - A) (ii,Y) + X(fj, 9) for ($9) E JV and 0 < h < 11 ~ - 
is contained in V. In particular 9 n 9’ C %? n 9, and Y n 8 C dLp n VT. 
Since (+j, 9) E Y n 2, i.e., (7,~) E 9 n % contradicting the assumption 
that $P n V # 2 n ??. 
In general, however, when trying to prove that the inf problem is normal, 
one seeks to have V closed, i.e., one tries to apply Proposition (5.1) to show 
that the normality condition is satisfied. From Example (3.5) it follows 
immediately that 27 need not be closed if S is infinite dimensional. We now 
give an example of a finite dimensional convex program which is abnormal. 
EXAMPLE (5.3). Consider the following convex program. 
Find inf x = - Min{j l/x1x2 1 , l} 
subject to x1 = 0 
x1 3 0, x2 > 0. 
(5.4) 
3 In finite dimensions this proposition can be stated in terms of the relative interior 
of Q, 
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Here X = {x / x1 > 0, x2 > 0}, A(x) = x1 and b = 0. Then 
wy=o--1, XEX}-{yIy<0}. 
But 
+T = i(7, y) I 17 3 - 1 ify < O> u ((7, Y) I rl 3 0, Y = 0). 
FIG. 5 
Thus obviously V is not closed. 
The remaining part of this section is devoted to establishing 
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(5.5) 
some 
sufficient conditions for 55’ to be closed when the inf problem is 
generated by a problem of the form (3.1). In this context it is useful to intro- 
duce the set 
c = {y I y = b - (A, x), x E Xl. (5.6) 
Note that in general the projection of % on the Y-axis of R x Uy and set C 
do not coincide. 
PROPOSITION (5.7). S pp u ose that C!Y is jinite dimensional and one of the 
following conditions is satisfied by Problem (3.1): 
(i) c(x) = (c, x), X is polyhedral subset of X = Rn, 
(ii) X is weakly compact in the rejlexive Banach space % and c(x) is weakly 
lower semi-continuous, 
then V is closed. 
PROOF. The assertion under condition (i) is well known in the context 
of sensitivity analysis for linear programs. In this case the set V is a closed 
convex polyhedron. To establish the proposition under condition (ii) we 
use (a) the fact (7, y) in V implies (q, y) in ‘%r for all 77 > +j, and also (b) that 
convex subsets of finite dimensional spaces are closed if and only if they are 
linearly closed, i.e., if the open interval (x0 , x1) belongs to 92 so do x,, and x1 . 
Consider the sequence yi in C converging linearly to y”, i.e., all the yi’s 
belong to some line segment in C. Since X is weakly compact and A is 
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weakly continuous, it follows that C is compact and thus y” E C. It suffices 
to show that 
v+m qi = lim inf{y 1 (7, yi) E U} >, TO = inf{T ( (7, y”) E q. 
Since c(x) is weakly lower semi-continuous on a weakly compact set X of a 
reflexive Banach space, it follows that the inf c(x) on X n (x / (A, x) = J@} 
is finite for all yi. Moreover, by continuity of A and since ?Y is a Ti-space, 
the set X n {zc / (A, x) = yi} is a closed subset of X and thus also compact, 
i.e., for all yi there exists xi such that c(x”) = Q(y”). By weak compactness 
of X, there exists a subsequence of {xi} say {&}, converging to some x0. By 
continuity of A it follows that A(xO) = y”. Now lower semi-continuity of c(x) 
implies that 
c(xO) < FFm c(xik) = /iFm 7+. 
1 k 
The proof is completed by observing that c(x”) 2 7O. 
If c(x) is finite on %, C corresponds to the set of y’s for which 
{infc(x)/y=b-A x, x E X} is finite or - co, outside the convex set C 
the function is defined to be + CO. If C is not closed, then automatically hp 
will fail to be closed. We terminate this section by giving some sufficient 
conditions under which C is closed and show that the same results can 
sometimes be used to determine if %? is closed. 
Finding sufficient conditions for C to be closed would in fact answer the 
following general question (5.8). To see this we observe that C can be 
expressed as b - {y 1 y = {A, x), x E X} and C is closed if and only if 
(y I y = (A, x), x EX} is closed. 
QUESTION (5.8). G iven SY, ?V locally convex Hausdorf linear topological 
spaces, a convex subset X of .Y and a continuous linear operator T from 3 
into Y, find sufficient conditions on %, W, X and/or T such that 
is closed. 
Before we give some answer to Question (5.8), we show that if c(x) in (3.1) 
is a continuous linear functional, then determining if % is closed can be 
handled in the same way. If in (3.1) C(X) = (c, x), then the following pro- 
blem (5.9) is trivially equivalent to the original problem. 
Find inf 7 
cc, x> - 7 G 0 
(A,%) = b 
XEXC%, PER. P-9) 
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Let (T, x) stand for [ <A,zJ (‘*‘) then T is a continuous linear operator from 9 
into R x g. 
PROPOSITION (5.10). Suppose T be as above with c(e) a continuous linear 
functional and A a continuous linear operator. For such problem V is closed if 
is closed. 
PROOF. It suffices to observe that in this case, i.e., C(X) = (c, x), 
%? = {(;i, 7) 1 +j 3 7, y = b - y, (v, y) E C) from which the conclusion 
follows automatically. 
In connection with Proposition (5.10) we note that in Example (3.5) the 
set C is closed but not C. We terminate this section by listing some sufficient 
conditions from which follow Y closed, where Y is as defined in (5.8). 
PROPOSITION (5.11). Let 0, Y, X, Y and T be as defined in (5.8). Then 
any one of the following constitutes a su#Cnt condition to obtain Y closed: 
H,: 27 and ?V are normed linear spaces and X is compact (weakly compact) 
Moreover, in this case Y is compact (weakly compact). 
H,: X is closed and T is homeomorphic. 
H,: I f  5 and Y are $nite dimensional and X is closed. 
PROOF. If H, is satisfied, the proof follows immediately from the observa- 
tion that if T is continuous it is also weakly continuous. Under hypothesis 
H, and H, the proof is trivial, see, e.g., [lo]. 
6. THE EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS 
So far we have limited ourselves to the study of the normality condition 
under which we were able to claim that if the inf problem and sup problem 
are both feasible, then inf 7 = sup p. We now turn to the problem of deter- 
mining sufficient conditions for the existence of optimal solutions to the inf 
and sup problems. In the case of the inf problem the question is easily 
settled. 
PROPOSITION (6.1). Suppose that the inf problem and the sup problem are 
both feasible. Then the inf problem possesses an optimal solution if and on& if 
3 n Q is closed, 
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PROOF. If both problems are feasible, then by the weak duality theorem 
inf q is finite from which the proposition follows trivially. 
Note that the above proposition has nothing to do with normality. For 
example, problem (3.5) has an optimal solution, but is not normal. If V is 
closed, then the problem is normal; if, moreover, inf n is finite, then the inf 
problem has an optimal solution. 
We already pointed out that establishing the existence of optimal solutions 
to the sup problem can be viewed as determining if the set % allows (non- 
vertical) supports at (inf q0). It is in this context that we study the problem. 
We consider first the problem of given a point on the boundary of %?, deter- 
mine if this point can be supported. The following is a well-known character- 
ization of supported points due to Klee [19]. 
PROPOSITION (6.2). Suppose p belongs to a convex set D C02. Let 
K(p; D) = {q E Y / (1 - A) p + Aq E D for some h > 0} u {p}. Then D has a 
plane of support passing through p if and on& if K(p; D) is not dense in SY. 
If p is an interior point of D it follows automatically that K&J, D) is dense 
in %; however, as has been shown by various examples-see e.g., [19], 
[21]-even if p is a boundary point of D, K(p, D) may be dense in CV. We 
now record the principal known results relating to the existence of supports 
at points on the boundary of a proper convex subset of CV. 
BISHOP-PHELPS THEOREM (6.3) [2]. If D is a proper closed convex subset of 
a Banach space fV, then the support points of D are dense in the boundary D. 
In [21] Klee has shown that the above theorem can essentially not be 
generalized to more general spaces. In some respect the above theorem 
guarantees the existence of supports at points arbitrarily close to any 
particular point, but does not guarantee the existence of supports at this 
point. In order to guarantee such a situation without referring to local prop- 
erties (6.2), we can essentially go in two different directions. The first one 
is to impose additional restrictions on V; the other is to refine the structure 
of the underlying space CV. 
MAZUR-KLEE THEOREM (6.4). If D . p p as a ro er convex subset of the locally 
convex space g and D has an interior point, then D is supported by a hypuplane 
at each of its boundary points. 
This theorem was first proved by Mazur and then extended by Klee in [20]. 
Finally, 
CARATQEQDQRY-MINKQWSKI THEOREM (6.5). If D is a proper convez 
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subset of a jkite dimensional space 8’ then D is supported by a hyperplane at 
each of its boundary points. 
In order for the sup problem to possess a solution, it is further required 
that the supporting hyperplane should not be vertical (in the formulation of 
the sup problem we require that 7 * = 1, in fact, this is one way to assure 
ourselves that T* f 0). Thus among all points of %? admitting supports we 
have to reject those admitting only supporting hyperplanes which contain 9’. 
These points can be characterized in the following way: 
PROPOSITION (6.6). Suppose 9 and %? are as in (3.2) and p EL? is a 
boundary point of %T such that p is supported by some hyperplane. Let 
K(p; U) = (q E (R x CV) / (1 - A) p + Xq E V for some X > 0} u (p}. %’ admits 
only vertical supporting hyperplanes at p if and only if the closure of K(p; 27) 
contains 9. 
PROOF. The proof is immediate if one observes that if any hyperplane 
supports %? at p then it also supports K(p; U) and x(p, 9?) at p and vice-versa. 
The assumptions of Propositions (6.2) and (6.6) together, constitute a 
regularity condition which we can combine since if K(p; %?) is dense, then 
K(p; %) 3 9. 
DEFINITION (6.7). Suppose that B n % is nonempty, and 
inf{~~(n,y)~~nV?}=~O> --co. 
Then the inf problem is stably set if Z?((?O, 0); U) $ 9. 
PROPOSITION (6.8). Suppose the inf problem is stably set, then it is also 
normal. 
PROOF. Now R = J?((rlO, 0); %) 3 5?? and thus R contains 8 n ??? as well as 
9n%={(7,0)1~>~“=inf~}. 
Suppose 8 n VfdP n p then 8 n 5?? = {(v,O) j 7 >;i}, where ;i is 
strictly less than TO. Now R is a cone with apex at (TO, 0) and since 9 n 0 
is contained in K, it follows that J? would contain points of Y of the form 
(q” + E, 0) where E > 0. This implies that 9 C K, which contradicts the 
assumption of stably set. 
We now give an example of a problem which is normal-in fact 55’ is 
closed-which has a finite infimum but which is not stably set. Consider 
EXAMPLE (6.9). 
Findinfz = - 2/--~~--2x 
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such that 
and 
x=0 
Then 
X=(x1 -2<d<OO). 
c = {Y I 0 < Y < 21, v = {(%Y) I 7 2 - C-Y” + 2YPY E c>, 
and inf 7 = 0, but the only supporting line to V at (0,O) is the vertical axis 
itself. As can be easily seen in Fig. 6, I?((O, 0); $5) = ((7,~) 1 y 3 0} 
contains 2. 
We note that it is only possible to find examples of unstably set problems 
by setting up the problems such that 2 intersects the boundary of V, since 
FIG. 6 
PROPOSITION (6.10). If 3’ intersects the interior4 of k? and inf r] is jinite, 
then the inf problem is stably set. 
PROOF. Let TO = inf 7. Since TO > - co it follows that 8 $55’. Thus %’ 
is a proper convex subset of CV which admits supporting hyperplanes at 
every point of its boundary, in particular at (~0,0) [ 191. Thus in particular 
I?((TO, 0); U) is contained in some half-space. Now suppose that 
‘Relative interior if -!? is finite dimensional, 
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K((?O, 0); U) r) Y. Then since every supporting hyperplane of % at (TO, 0) 
is also a supporting hyperplane of R((q”, 0); %?) at (TO, 0) every support must 
contain LZ’. But L? intersects the interior of V, thus every such support 
would contain interior points of %?, which is obviously impossible. 
Combining Proposition (5.2) and (6.10) we have 
COROLLARY (6.11). If Y t in ersects the interior of 59 and the sup problem is 
feasible, then the inf problem is stably set, and inf 77 = max p. 
We terminate this section by recapitulating our principal regularity con- 
ditions and their implications. Suppose that the inf problem and the sup 
problem are both feasible, then: 
(i) If the inf problem is normal, then inf 7 = sup p, 
(ii) If the inf problem is stably set, then inf 77 = max CL, 
(iii) If the inf problem is normal and Z’ n V is closed, then 
min r] = sup cc, 
(iv) If the inf problem is stably set and L? n V closed, then 
min7j = maxp, 
where by writing min and max we mean that the inf or sup is attained for 
some point in V. 
7. NORMALITY, STABLY SET PROBLEMS, AND OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 
The duality theory developed in this paper has one drawback; it fails to 
exhibit the natural symmetry which one usually expects to find in the theory 
of duality [30]. In fact, all the regularity conditions which we have formulated 
are in terms of the inf problem. This was not done by necessity but by choice.‘j 
It is believed that if any condition must be verified, it will usually be easier 
to do so for the problem at hand than for its dual. Also, the literature on the 
mathematical theory of optimal control has been interested in obtaining 
necessary conditions for optimality and necessary conditions for the existence 
of optimal solutions in terms of the inf problem. It is basically in order to 
facilitate the understanding of the relations between the duality results 
developed here and the standard theorems of control theory that we have 
been dealing almost exclusively with conditions relating to the inf problem 
The following paragraphs constitute a brief survey of the interpretation one 
can obtain for the above results in terms of optimal control problems. 
-__-. 
s For example, it is not difficult to see that the stably set condition can also be 
formulated in terms of conditions on a subset of the dual space of ‘%. 
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PREMAXIMUM PRINCIPLE (7.1). Suppose that YY is jinite dimensional and 
the inf problem is normal. I f  (TO, y”) is an optimal solution to the inf problem, 
then there exists (T*, y*) such that 
+I*, Y *I, (r1O, YO)) = Minl<b*, y*h h Y)) I (71, Y> 6 W. (7.2) 
PROOF. Clearly (TO, y”) is a boundary point of V. Since GY is finite dimen- 
sional, then by the Caratheodory-Minkowski Theorem (6.5) there exists a 
hyperplane determined by its normal (T*, y*), supporting %Y at (TO, y”) such 
that 
<h?*, Y*), (To, YO)> - P = 0 
and 
+I*> y*), h Y)i - CL 2 0 for all hY) E Gf?* 
REMARK (7.3). If in (7.2) T* > 0, then (1, l/~*(y*), p/v*) would determine 
an optimal solution to the sup problem. However, this need not be the case 
since the inf problem may fail to be stably set. See Fig. 6. 
MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE (7.4). Suppose the inf problem is stably set. If 
(TO, y”) is an optimal solution to the inf problem, then there exists y* such that 
r1O + (Y*,YO) = Minh + (Y*~Y> I (T,Y) ~gh 
PROOF. The proof follows immediately from the fact that if the inf 
problem is stably set, then the sup problem attains its maximum, i.e., y* 
in (7.2) may be assumed equal to 1. 
Naturally this only yields the maximum principle for linear control 
systems6 and not for control problems whose dynamics are described by a 
system of nonlinear differential equations. However, one can essentially 
formulate nonlinear control problems in the same manner as the general 
problem (3.1), except that it is no longer reasonable to assume that X is 
convex. For example, the second example (1.6) given in the Introduction 
leads in general to a nonconvex program [14]. It is then no longer possible 
to obtain in this way sufficient conditions; obtaining necessary conditions 
is all one can hope for. This can be done in the same context as the one found 
here (see e.g. [13], [14], [26]). 
Sufficient conditions for the existence of optimal control functions for 
linear control problems corresponds to the sufficient conditions we obtained 
here for the existence of optimal solutions to the inf problem. Usually, 
however, the literature on control theory is directed towards obtaining 
sufficient conditions on the system of differential equations so that V be 
6In the last section devoted to special cases of (3.1), we study the linear optimal 
control problem in greater detail. 
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closed rather than the weaker conditions which we have exhibited at one 
point or another, in particular at the beginning of Section 6. 
Most theorems on the existence of optimal controls are, in fact, answers 
to Question (5.8), and even quite a few can be considered as trying to obtain 
conditions under which it is possible to apply Proposition (5.11)-in particular 
HI--to the control problem at hand. A recent article by Hermes [15] reviews 
most well-known existence theorems and shows that a functional analysis 
approach does lead to a very neat theory (and some extensions) for the 
existence question. His results, when restricted to the linear case, are imme- 
diately comparable with those presented here. See also [16], [17], [27]. 
We could conclude this section by relating the stably set condition to the 
various “regularity” conditions one finds in mathematical programming, 
the theory of optimal control, and the calculus of variation. This can be 
done, but would exceed by far the scope of this paper. We limit ourselves 
to two particular cases. 
THE SLATER CONDITION (7.5). Given a convex program 
Minimize f(% 9***9 %a> 
subject to g&l ,--*, 4 < 0 i = I,..., m, (7.6) 
where f and the g,‘s are finite convex functions from Rn into R. We assume 
that the problem is solvable. The program (7.6) is said to satisfy the Slater 
Condition [34] if there exist zi such that gi(z2) < 0 for i = l,..., m. The 
original problem is obviously equivalent to 
Minimize x,, 
subject to x, + si = 0 i = l,..., m 
x = (x0 ,..., xm) E x, s = (Sl ,*a-, Gn) 2 0, (7.7) 
where 
x = ((x0, Xl ,***, 4 I xo > f 04, x, a g&4, u E W. 
The Slater conditions assure us that X contains in its interior some x such 
that xi < 0 for i = l,..., m. Now 
Let x E X with xi < 0 for if 0 and x,, > f (u), let si = - xi > 0 for 
i = l,..., m. Thus yi = 0. Select rl such that 7 > x0; then (7, 0) belong to the 
interior of g since x E int X and s E int Rs , where Rg denotes the positive 
4=9/22/3-17 
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orthant of R”‘. We have thus shown that if the Slater condition is satisfied, 
then 2 intersects the interior of %? and thus in particular Proposition (6.11) 
applies. 
REGULAR POINTS FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS (7.8). In [28, p. 761, 
Pontryagin et al define regular points of an interval a < t < b, say 7, for a 
control function u(t) to be such that 
lim yWW> f-7 I) = l 
mesZ-30 mes I 
is satisfied for every neighborhood N C U of U(T), where mes means Lebesgue 
measure, U-~(J) = {t 1 a < t < b and u(t) EM}, and I is an arbitrary 
interval which contains 7.’ On pages 93-94, they define the cone of attain- 
abiZity, P, which can be (heuristically) interpreted as the cone positively 
spanned by the first-order variations one could achieve from some point x(r) 
at time 7. Finally in Lemma 4 on page 98 [28], it is shown that if u(t) and 
the corresponding trajectory s(t), to < t < t, is optimal, then for any regular 
point 7, the ray L, , starting at ~(7) and going in the direction of the negative 
axis does not belong to the interior of P, . 
I f  we now consider the optimal control problem described in the Intro- 
duction by (l.l), . . . . (1.5), we see immediately that the set of attainable 
states at time T is given by 
A!(T) -= ;(xO ,..., x,J 1 x = Y(T) x0 + /‘Y(T) Y-l(s) B(s) u(s) ds, u E U/ 
0 
and 
‘SF = ((7, Xl ,..., 417 >xo,x~~W-)). 
Suppose a(t) is an optimal solution to the control problem with T a regular 
point of the associated control u. 
It is easy to see that &x(T); %Q = ((7, x1 ,..., x,) / 7 > x0 , x E PT} where 
PT is the cone of attainability at a(T). Lemma 4 of [28] can thus be interpreted 
in terms of Proposition (6.2) i.e., if P, is not the whole space, then there 
exists some hyperplane supporting the cone PT at x(T). The Premaximum 
Principle (7.1) does not guarantee the existence of a nonvertical support; 
thus we can allow for L, to intersect the boundary of P, . From the stability 
condition (6.7) we see that if L, intersects the interior of PT, then there 
exists hyperplanes with the first component different from zero (see (34), 
p. 99 in [28]) supporting P, at x(T). 
’ Note that a measurable function is regular at almost all points of its domain. 
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8. LINEAR PROGRAMS 
We consider the following particular case of (3.1) 
Find inf (c, x) 
subject to (A, x) = b 
(8-l) 
where x >L 0 if x belongs to the convex conel. We show that if problem (8.1) 
is normal, the sup problem dual to (8.1) can be written as 
Find sup (y*, b) 
subject to (Y*, A*> 3 c, (8.2) 
where L* is the polar cone of L, i.e., 
L* = {x* E %* 1 (x*, x) < 0 for all x in L}. 
By X* we denote the (topological) dual space of 3. It suffices to show that 
(3.9) takes on the particular form (8.2). Since c(x) = (c, x) we have imme- 
diately that the sup problem becomes 
Find sup ~1 
such that 
(Y*, b) + Cc - A*(Y*), x> 3 P for all x EL. (8.3) 
We have the easy lemma 
LEMMA (8.4). y* and some p. determine a feasible solution (8.3) if and only if 
(c - A*(y*), x) 3 0 for all x EL. (8.5) 
PROOF. Suppose that (c - A*@*), 2) < 0 for some 2 EL Since L is a 
cone it follows that (c - A*(y*), An) = h(c - A*(y*), a) can be made 
arbitrarily small by selecting h sufficiently small, since AZ EL for all X 3 0. 
Thus in this case (c - A*@*), x) can be made arbitrarily small on L and in 
particular smaller than p - (y*, b) for any selection of TV. Thus for any I”, 
the pair (y*, p) is never feasible for (8.3). Now suppose that (8.5) holds for 
y*. Then selecting p = (y*, b) determines a feasible solution (p,$*) to the 
sup problem (8.3). 
From the above lemma we have that y* is feasible for (8.3) if and only if 
(c - A*(y*)) EL*, which we can also write as 
c - (y”, A*) 2 0. (84 
L* 
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Clearly the sup of p in (8.3) is attained at 
p - .:4’*, hj = F>i (c - *‘l*(y*), x) = 0. (8.7) 
L 
Combining (8.6) and (8.7) we obtain (8.2). In particular if 5 = R”, L = R* 
and 9% -7. R?! , then L* - L and the problems (8.1) and (8.2) become the 
standard d&l linear programs. 
9. LINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
We now return to the first example (1 .I), . . . . (1.5) we described in the intro- 
duction. The set of attainable states can be immediately obtained from (1.1). 
d(T) = ix(T) , X(T) = Y(T) 9 --- fT I’( T) Y--‘(S) B(s) 1((s) ds, U E L~; . 
‘0 
(9.1) 
Now V = ((~7, y) 1 77 2 x,(T) and yi -= .vif - xi(T)}. We assume that the 
set .rl( 2’) is closed, i.e., that the control problem satisfies some of the condi- 
tions mentioned in Section 7. 
If a(t), G(t) is an optimal solution, we can apply the Premaximum Prin- 
ciple (7.1) which yields the existence of (v*, x*) E Rn+l such that 
((q*, 7P), G(T)) = .Min{((~*, n*), x) ) x E&(T)}. 
Using the particular form of description (9.1) of the set .rd(T), we have 
((?*t n*), Y(T) x0 i- ,: Y(T) y-w B(s) 44 h) 
G (h*, +, Y(T) fl) + jT(h*, n*), Y(T) y-1(4 ~(4 44) do 
0 
for all u in U. Thus 
I 
T 
((rl*, .rr*j, Y(T) Y-l(s) B(s) (u(s) - W))) ds 2 0 for all u in U. 
0 
In special cases, for example when J2 is of the form {u 1 u(t) E Q} n Lb[o, TJ, 
1 < p < co, Q compact, we can define n(t) = ((T*, n*), Y(T) Y-‘(t) B(t)) 
and it is easily seen that 4(t) satisfies 
l-w fi(t) = yj;1on l-I(t) 44 a.e. 
and that n(t) is a vector solution to the adjoint equation 
$ I-Icq x - rI(4 A@), 
which corresponds to the maximum principle for this particular problem 
[28, 351. 
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